JUMP STRUCTURE GUIDELINES
Standard Jump Structures (less than 15’ x 15’) are currently allowed in most Santa Rosa City Parks
Picnic Sites with a Picnic Reservation. Large Jump Structures (more than 15’ x 15’) are only allowed in
Santa Rosa City Parks in conjunction with a Park Permit. All companies/individuals providing
inflatables and jump structures must comply with the following guidelines. Failure to comply will result
in inflatables/jump structures being relocated or deflated completely.

1. Vehicles are NOT allowed on walkways or lawn. Standard Jump Structures must be
transported to/from approved location via hand-trucks using main walkways. Large Jump
Structures are subject to an approval process via the Park Permit desk.

2. Jump structures are only permitted in pre-approved locations. A map will be provided with
the reservation/permit. Jump Structures set up in an undesignated area will be required to move.

3. Do NOT set up a Jump Structure on wet lawn. All reservations/permits will be notified of any
field closure that will prevent the use of a Jump Structure. Any damage done to the lawn will be
withheld from the deposit on file. To check daily field conditions, call: 707-543-3474
4. Reduce the noise impact on neighbors and other park patrons by ensuring generators and
jump structures are set up at least 50-feet away from playgrounds, and 100-feet from residential
property/fences. Please respect any signs prohibiting Jump Structures or generators in
designated areas. Generators should be positioned to point away from nearby events/activities.

5. Electricity is not provided in City Parks. A generator must be used to inflate and run Jump
Structures and must be placed on a plastic tarp for duration of use. Gas generators must be filled
off-site.
6. Do not drive stakes over 6” into the ground. There may be buried electrical or irrigation lines
that could be damaged.

7. Water slides or dunk tanks are NOT permitted in any City Park. Water faucets shall not be
used for these structures.

8. Charging money for use of a Jump Structure while in City Parks is not permitted.
9. Santa Rosa City parks are open from sunrise to sunset. Smoking/vaping and glass are
prohibited in all City Parks.

10. General Liability Insurance is required for all inflatables and jump structures operating in a City
Park with a Park Permit. A list of companies with insurance on file can be provided.
For additional information contact
Santa Rosa Recreation & Parks
707-543-3294
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